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State Electronics Challenge reaches 166 participants
Posted on  April 6, 2017

by Colin Staub

Public entities continue to take the pledge to become
participants in the State Electronics Challenge,
indicating their willingness to become better stewards
of electronics.

In 2016, the program reached 166 partners, up slightly
from 160 the year before.

The State Electronics Challenge asks participants to
take steps to reduce the environmental impacts of
their electronics in the areas of procurement,
operations and maintenance, and end-of-life
management. A list of best practices in each area is provided.

Partners can also win awards through their participation. Seventeen partners earned awards based
on their 2016 performance, with gold awards (indicating all three lifecycle phases were addressed)
going to seven of them.

The State Electronics Challenge is administered by the Northeast Recycling Council.
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The latest e-scrap industry news

New Brunswick begins manufacturer-
funded recycling program

With implementation in New Brunswick last
week, all 10 Canadian provinces now have
extended producer responsibility programs
for electronics.

With back against the wall, Nulife
Glass eyes relocation

Hamstrung by regulatory setbacks in
Pennsylvania and New York, Nulife Glass is
in the midst of a major restructuring in
order keep its CRT glass recycling business
alive.

Total Reclaim hit with new
allegations and penalty

Oregon regulators have fined Total Reclaim
more than $160,000 for allegedly violating
hazardous waste laws, but the e-scrap
processor denies the allegations and has
appealed the penalty.

Our top stories from March 2017
Stories on the disposition of CRT glass in
California and a legal battle over a battery
fire drew our readers’ attention last month.

Lead dumping leads to fine for NY
recycler

New York state regulators have fined a
recycling facility for allowing lead and other
hazardous materials to seep into the
ground last summer.

In other news: April 6, 2017
Updates to the R2 standard continue to be
developed, and a large e-scrap processing
facility is under construction in South
Australia.

Processor that posted $13 million in
2016 revenues acquired

E-scrap and hazardous material processor
AERC has drawn investment dollars from a
commercial recycling company and its
parent holding company.
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